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Functional brain networks are characterized by temporally correlated 
activity across multiple, distributed brain circuits. Such temporal  
correlation is measured as synchronized activation between brain 
areas and is typically considered to reflect the functional connec-
tivity among subnetworks of brain cells that engage in common  
processes1–3. The existence of these functional large-scale networks 
raises an important question about the precise mechanisms under-
lying their emergence in local circuit operations. Specifically, how 
does phase-synchronized activity relate to local circuit operations that  
support the selection of inputs on the one hand, and the integration 
of diverse information streams on the other hand4–6?

We survey here recent insights into these questions by reviewing 
the structural basis of rhythmic activity in precise cellular and circuit 
motifs and showing how their dynamic activation can implement 
canonical computations during states of rhythmic activation. We then 
propose a tripartite approach that combines three elements into a single 
dynamic motif to understand how circuit activation supports neuronal 
computations (Fig. 1a). First, the motif identifies the physical structure  
that is defined by its cellular and synaptic properties of its constitu-
ent cells (Fig. 1b) and by their local connectivity schemes (Fig. 1c). 
Second, a dynamic motif specifies the electrophysiological signature 

by which it operates—for example, the modulation of neuronal firing, 
spike output synchronization or combinations thereof. This neuro-
physiological signature follows from the timescales and dynamics 
of cell-intrinsic conductances or synaptic mechanisms that impose 
frequency content on the motifs presented in this review. The third 
aspect of dynamic motifs describes the computational function, 
which is determined by the transformation of synaptic inputs the 
circuit performs. Simple circuits perform generic gain and scaling  
operations on their inputs7 (Fig. 2a). Circuits implement these 
generic computations as a function of the circuit elements (specific 
cell types) and as a function of the activation state of the brain at 
the time when input arrives (Fig. 2b–d). Whether these computa-
tional operations serve regulatory (for example, homeostatic) func-
tions or identifiable information-processing functions (integrating 
or gating inputs, or propagating or blocking them) is a major ques-
tion that dynamic motifs help to answer (see below). We therefore 
explicitly conceptualize the interdependence of circuits, activation 
signatures and computations as tripartite dynamic motifs (Fig. 1a).  
Completion of a dynamic motif implies a unique link of a neuronal 
activation signature to a precise function by specifying the underly-
ing mechanisms and how they link to frequency-specific activation. 
The strength and appeal of thinking in terms of dynamic motifs is the 
required, explicit detail of such linkages that can then be interrogated 
by direct manipulation (for example, optogenetics or pharmacology) 
to establish causality or delineate correlational dependencies of the 
structural motif, its state-specific activation signature and the func-
tional consequences of the underlying computation.

At the core of a dynamic motif is the appreciation that common 
structural themes, such as feedforward and feedback inhibition, oper-
ate at specific timescales8,9. For many specific circuit motifs, these 
timescales are not random but can emerge as rhythmic activation 
patterns that span narrow frequency ranges (Fig. 1c). Accordingly, 
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Brain circuitry processes information by rapidly and selectively engaging functional neuronal networks. The dynamic formation 
of networks is often evident in rhythmically synchronized neuronal activity and tightly correlates with perceptual, cognitive 
and motor performances. But how synchronized neuronal activity contributes to network formation and how it relates to the 
computation of behaviorally relevant information has remained difficult to discern. Here we structure recent empirical advances 
that link synchronized activity to the activation of so-called dynamic circuit motifs. These motifs explicitly relate (1) synaptic 
and cellular properties of circuits to (2) identified timescales of rhythmic activation and to (3) canonical circuit computations 
implemented by rhythmically synchronized circuits. We survey the ubiquitous evidence of specific cell and circuit properties 
underlying synchronized activity across theta, alpha, beta and gamma frequency bands and show that their activation likely 
implements gain control, context-dependent gating and state-specific integration of synaptic inputs. This evidence gives rise to 
the dynamic circuit motifs hypothesis of synchronized activation states, with its core assertion that activation states are linked 
to uniquely identifiable local circuit structures that are recruited during the formation of functional networks to perform specific 
computational operations.
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both brief rhythmic activity fluctuations and genuine longer-lasting 
and phase-coherent oscillatory activity can critically inform about 
the underlying circuit and its computational operation. We use this 
insight and show in the following how structural motifs translate  
into dynamic motifs that relate in explicit ways to underlying  
computational functions.

Feedforward inhibition and frequency-specific gain control
Feedforward inhibition (FFI) is one of the most fundamental organi-
zational elements10 in the brain. It implements at its core a temporally 
structured normalization process of input to a circuit6,11 (Fig. 3a). 
Empirical and modeling work suggests that a generic FFI motif exists 
whose normalizing function selects synchronous inputs and facili-
tates their propagation12–14. The FFI motif is implicated in circuits 
of information transfer between hippocampal subfields15, between 
thalamus and cortical layer (L) 4 (ref. 16), from cortical L4 and L5  
to L2/3 (refs. 11,17), for cortico-striatal projections18 and for  

cortico-cortical inter-areal interactions19 (see also ref. 6). The key 
components of the dynamic FFI motif are (1) strong excitatory  
connections to inhibitory neurons with (less) excitation to principal 
cells from the same source and (2) an inhibitory forward connec-
tion to principal cells with some time constant that imposes temporal 
structure on the FFI motif (Fig. 3a). This scheme efficiently extracts 
population-coded information among concomitant asynchronous 
inputs in situations when this input is oscillatory20.

The generic FFI filtering network can be tuned to resonate at dif-
ferent frequencies by altering the inhibitory synaptic kinetics of the 
motif. The main physiological determinants of such frequency tuning 
of the FFI circuit are the passive and active membrane properties of 
the constituent cells21. For a subset of cell types, these intrinsic cellular 
properties actively pace their spike output rhythmically, irrespective 
of whether they receive asynchronous or temporally structured input. 
Figure 1b surveys intrinsic cellular features that have been implicated 
in tuning cells to generate rhythmic spike output with narrow band 
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Figure 1 Dynamic circuit motifs and the  
structural basis of several motifs with identified  
timescales. (a) Dynamic motifs represent a tight 
linkage of three components: the (1) circuit  
motif describes the structural basis (synaptic,  
cellular, local connectivity) that gives rise to (2)  
a characteristic neuronal activation signature,  
and (3) completion of a dynamic motif requires  
a link to a canonical input-output transformation  
that serves to implement a behavioral function.  
(b) Synaptic and conductance-based properties  
of various cell types that have been identified  
experimentally to causally relate to the generation 
of and/or preferential engagement at timescales  
(frequencies) of rhythmic activity. The frequency  
range supported by each motif is indicated on  
the frequency axis. References: i, ref. 87;  
ii, refs. 88,89; see also refs. 90,91; iii, ref. 92; 
iv, ref. 93; v, refs. 94–96; vi, ref. 97; vii, ref. 98;  
viii, ref. 99; ix, refs. 32,100; x: codependence  
of alpha output on T current (IT) and h current  
(Ih), ref. 101; codependence on persistent  
NaP current (INaP) and M current (IM),  
refs. 102,103; xi, ref. 104; xii, ref. 82;  
xiii, refs. 105–108; for Na+ based high-threshold 
gamma bursting in thalamus see ref. 109; 
xiv, refs. 27,53,110; xv, ref. 111. Gap j., gap 
junction; mGluR, metabotropic glutamate 
receptor; subic./entorh./hipp., subicular, 
entorhinal and hippocampal. (c) Overview of 
connected motifs that have been implicated as 
giving rise to oscillatory synchronized output 
of pyramidal cells. The frequency range most 
likely supported by each motif is indicated as 
gray shading in the frequency axis block below 
each motif. The laminar origins of the motifs 
are indicated in the center panel. Selected 
references: (i) gamma rhythmic feedback 
inhibition based on fast spiking interneurons, 
ref. 53; (ii) rhythmic inhibition through SOM+ 
L2/3 Martinotti-like cells spanning 3–10 Hz and 
10–30 Hz, refs. 99,112; see also refs. 113,114; 
(iii) electrical gap junction–coupled synchrony in 
groups of fast-spiking cells (left) and LTS cells 
(right), refs. 82,97,111; (iv) see b, xiii; (v) the 
dominant gamma motif in cortical L4 is based 
on feedforward inhibition via fast spiking PV+ 
cells (refs. 16,115); (vi) SOM+ Martinotti-type cells in L4 trigger disynaptic disinhibition of pyramidal cells (refs. 112,116); see also refs. 113,114; (vii) in 
L5, SOM+ Martinotti cells are recruited by pyramidal cells to impose widespread, disynaptic feedforward inhibition on pyramidal cells (ref. 117); (viii) L5 
feedback inhibition through low-threshold spiking or SOM+ Martinotti cells, refs. 118–120.
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Figure 2 Canonical computations of cortical 
circuits and generic response modulations 
supported by specific cell types. (a) The generic 
IO response function of a cortical cell entails four 
main parameters that determine either additive/
subtractive changes of the IO relationship 
(β, δ), or scale the input (α) or output (γ) in a 
multiplicative/divisive way7. The panels show 
how pyramidal cell output rate (y axis) varies with 
increasing input rate (x axis) when the IO function 
parameters β, δ, α and γ are varied independently. 
(b) The spike rate of pyramidal cells in mouse 
frontal cortex as a function of the rate of  
simulated excitatory postsynaptic currents 
(sEPSC) during baseline condition (black) and 
when the pyramidal cell membrane is depolarized 
using light stimulation of a stable step-function 
opsin. (c) Output rate of a pyramidal cell in a 
dynamic clamp experiment in which current 
was injected to mimic the effect of EPSCs of 
increasing rate (x axis), and either without (black) 
or with oscillatory modulation of the input at 8 Hz 
(theta, red) or 40 Hz (gamma, blue). Blue arrows in 
b,c show sign and type of modulation. Modulation 
at gamma frequency increases the rate more 
effectively than theta frequency. (d) The effect of optogenetic stimulation of SOM+ (dendritic targeting) and PV+ (perisomatic targeting) interneurons in mouse 
visual cortex on the response of pyramidal cells (left) to stimuli of increasing contrast (middle) or varying stimulus motion direction (right). The former had an 
additive effect, whereas the latter had a multiplicative effect. Panel b adapted from ref. 64; c adapted from ref. 27; graphs in d adapted from ref. 65.

frequency content across all main frequency bands. This rhythmic 
tuning includes active pacemaking, often acting in concert with pas-
sive resonance22–24, gap junctions and ephaptic mechanisms25, as well 
as with synaptic connectivity to establish circuits that generate and 
sustain synchronized activity at specific frequencies5,26. For a variety 
of small circuit motifs, the specific functional activation signatures 
they support have been described empirically, illustrating layer- 
specific expression and support for oscillatory activity at specific  
frequency bands (Fig. 1c).

In simulations using feedforward inhibition as a filter network, the 
primary determinants of the network’s frequency selectivity is the reso-
nant frequency of the feedforward interneuronal population and the 
time courses of the excitatory and inhibitory input received by excitatory  
cells20. Physiological data support such a circuit property of tuned pop-
ulation resonance. Using expression of channelrhodopsin-2 in parval-
bumin-positive (PV+) interneurons, gamma-frequency LFP oscillations  
were induced when PV+ cells were selectively activated with light pulses 
of random interpulse intervals27. Thus, the input to these cells need not 
be oscillatory to induce gamma oscillations in the network. Such reso-
nance also depended on excitatory synaptic transmission, suggesting  
that pyramidal cell activity was necessary for the manifestation of 
gamma oscillations. The time course of inhibition thereby not only 
specifies the filtering frequency, but is as well a critical determinant 
of the so-called synchrony threshold28. This threshold determines to 
what degree synchrony at a particular frequency range must exist in the 
input to the dynamic motif for it to generate output. For the described 
gamma FFI motif, optogenetic manipulations have revealed that a suf-
ficient level of gamma rhythmic input switches cells from a linear to a 
multiplicative input-output regime (Fig. 2c)27. This finding suggests 
that an intrinsically gamma resonant circuit (in superficial cortical lay-
ers) implements a multiplicative gain control on gamma rhythmic input. 
Thus, not only does an FFI motif implement a synchrony filter, but it 
opens windows for supralinear, multiplicative gain modulation.

Simulations suggest that such gain control through a FFI motif for 
synchrony filtering is more robust to variations in input strength than 

a high spike-threshold mechanism without inhibition, likely because 
of the additional computation of input normalization afforded by 
FFI28. Synchrony filtering could thus support diverse biological func-
tions that require the tuning of distant network nodes to a common 
temporal processing mode. Modeling work documents that such a 
tuning of nodes imposes a selection of oscillatory inputs to the exclu-
sion of potentially distracting asynchronous population activity20. 
In the following, we suggest that such an FFI-based input selection  
is likely realized by thalamo-cortical feedforward propagation of 
alpha-band activity.

Distinct alpha rhythmic motifs amplify and suppress inputs
It is well documented that alpha rhythmic activity is a prominent 
signature of deep cortical layers in the primate neocortex29,30.  
This cortical alpha band activity is tightly phase-locked to thalamic 
spiking activity, with enhanced spike–local field potential coherence 
for thalamo-cortical circuits processing attended visual input com-
pared to reduced thalamo-cortical synchrony for neuronal circuits 
processing unattended input31. In awake primate recordings this 
attention-enhanced synchronization of cortical deep layer neurons 
to alpha rhythmic thalamic spike output is likely originating from 
alpha-paced thalamic excitation to the cortex31. In accord with these 
findings, the thalamo-cortical projections that carry an (asymmetric)  
alpha rhythmic excitation to cortical layers 4, 5 and 6 constitute a 
dynamic motif that is particularly well documented (Fig. 3b and 
Supplementary Fig. 1).

In particular, the main thalamo-cortical projections arise from 
relay-mode, regular spiking cells that are inhibited by a motif that is 
intrinsically rhythmic owing to gap junction–coupled high-threshold 
(HT) bursting neurons (Fig. 3b)32. These thalamic HT cells either 
elicit single spikes in interneurons, causing alpha rhythmic inhibition 
in phase with the alpha oscillation, or can elicit bursts of spikes in 
interneurons, resulting in anti-phase inhibition of the thalamic output 
projections (Fig. 3b, right). Accordingly, the relay-mode projection 
cells, which are otherwise arrhythmic, pulse their excitatory output 
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Figure 3 Dynamic circuit motifs activated at  
alpha, low beta and gamma frequencies that 
implement gain controls, gating and integration  
of inputs. (a) A generic FFI circuit (left)  
implementing frequency-specific gain modulation 
and selective routing of information based on  
an interplay of inhibitory synaptic timescales  
and the resonance properties of cells (right).  
(b) Left, a completed dynamic motif that  
identifies gap junction coupling as the  
mechanism for synchronization. Center and right, 
the structural connectivity and temporal dynamics 
of the motif. The alpha rhythmic motif depends 
on rhythmically bursting, thalamo-cortical high-
threshold (TC-HT) cells entraining inhibitory  
neurons (IN), which in turn impose rhythmic 
suppression onto relay-mode, regular spiking  
(RS) projection neurons. The bursting frequency 
of the HT cells depends on intrinsic currents,  
whereas the synchrony derives from coupling by 
gap junctions. Depending on whether the IN cells 
fire single spikes (IN-sp) or bursts (IN-burst), the 
relay cells are either in-phase suppressed or anti-
phase suppressed. (c) Left, a generic feedback-
inhibition circuit that realizes input selection.  
Dashed and gray lines denote ineffective  
connections. Center, experimental evidence that 
gamma synchronized activation in somatosensory 
cortex modulates the gain, precision and latency 
of responses to whisker stimulation (sensory  
impulse). A whisker was stimulated (colored 
vertical lines in top panel) at different phases  
relative to an optogenetically (blue light)-induced 
gamma oscillation. The spiking responses of  
pyramidal cells (y axis) varied as a function of the 
phase (x axis), with the largest, most precise and 
earliest responses obtained to impulses arriving  
at the trough of the gamma cycle (green dot  
and histogram), which is when the inhibition  
generated by the gamma oscillation is lowest.  
Histograms (bottom) show the spike count  
following the stimulation pulse (vertical colored ticks). Adapted from ref. 53. Right, completed dynamic motif identifying a local E-I (PING) motif as the basis for 
this gamma rhythmic gate. This motif depends on GABAA synapses at pyramidal cells. (d) Completed description of a dynamic 15–20 Hz (beta 1) motif that is based 
on the coupling of two simpler motifs, and which has been suggested to implement a persistent rhythmic state that retains multiple synaptic inputs in parallel in the 
activated circuit. LTS, low-threshold spiking; RS, regular spiking; FS, fast-spiking; IB, intrinsic bursting; INT, interneuron; Pyr, pyramidal cell.

to cortical layers 4, 5, and 6 (ref. 33). Moreover, this thalamic alpha-
generating motif has been causally linked to electroencephalographic 
alpha oscillations measured on the scalp34.

The described excitatory thalamo-cortical alpha rhythmic motif 
and the observation of enhanced thalamo-cortical alpha-band syn-
chronization during attention might at first sight appear to contradict 
empirical findings that show reduced local alpha activity in deep cor-
tical layers processing attended information and enhanced local alpha 
band activity over cortices that are idling or processing unattended 
information29,30. However, these putative discrepant findings can be 
resolved by postulating that two distinct dynamic motifs are activated 
for attended and unattended neuronal information. The first motif 
derives from observations that cortex processing unattended input 
shows an enhancement of alpha band power. We hypothesize that such 
intracortical alpha power increases in the absence of attention arise 
from a prominent alpha rhythmic source in L6 that is activated at the 
expense of an L4 cortico-thalamic activation during attention. L6 neu-
rons resonate and intrinsically burst at alpha frequencies35,36. Elegant 
optogenetic manipulations of L6 cells have shown that L6 neurons  
impose widespread columnar suppression through polysynaptic 

inhibitory postsynaptic potentials by firing at the peak of local L6 
excitation37, which would correspond to the trough of alpha oscilla-
tions in L6. The L6 initiated putative alpha rhythmic inhibition likely 
spreads vertically into superficial layers as suggested by in vivo and  
in vitro studies29,38,39. As a consequence, enhanced local alpha-rhythmic  
states of cortex reflect suppression of the cortical column’s activity and 
reduced sensitivity and/or gain to input to the circuits. This dynamic 
motif of unattended cortex is akin to the concept of pulsed inhibition  
that predicts reduced responsiveness of cortical cells to synaptic inputs 
as a function of the phase of alpha oscillations40. However, in contrast 
to an active pulsing of inhibition that originates outside of the cortical  
column, we propose that alpha-rhythmic inhibition follows from 
the lack of excitatory (thalamic) input. In particular, we suggest that 
pulsed inhibition reflects the unmasking of intrinsic alpha rhythmic 
inhibition originating from L6 cells29,36,37,39,41. Furthermore, unlike a 
thalamically driven rhythm, this local cortical inhibitory motif could 
explain why cortical alpha oscillations can be easily entrained by  
transcranial alternating current stimulation42.

In contrast to the L6 inhibition motif, we suggest that a distinct, second  
thalamo-cortical motif becomes active during the processing of the 
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attended stimulus, displaying increased pulvinar spiking and concomi-
tant enhancement of alpha pulvino-cortical coherence43. Since pulvinar  
and thalamic output in general is largely concentrated to superficial 
layers44, deep-layer inhibitory columnar drive (as described above) is 
overridden by thalamic drive to superficial layers through FFI to PV+ 
cells that generate gamma activity45. Consistent with these results, 
superficial-layer gamma band synchronization is enhanced with 
attention in the primate brain46 and can mediate long-range cortico- 
cortical interactions47. The continuous cyclical inhibition from 
deep layers (see above) is evidenced as alpha-to-superficial-gamma 
cross-frequency coupling that occurs during both unattended48 and 
attended states (see Supplementary Fig. 3 in ref. 31), which likely 
underlies alpha-phase modulated perceptual and working memory 
performances (reviewed in ref. 49).

In summary, the dynamic motif perspective suggests that selective 
attention is implemented in visual cortex by switching on two independent  
dynamic motifs: first, a thalamic alpha motif (Fig. 3b) that amplifies 
transmission of attended sensory information, and second, a release of 
an inhibitory, intracortical motif in L6 of cortical columns processing 
irrelevant information and reflecting the lack of thalamic drive.

Feedback inhibition and phase-selective gating of inputs
The previous section illustrated how a generic FFI motif implements 
frequency-specific filtering and gain control at gamma-band frequen-
cies and how cell-specific, intrinsic alpha motifs link to (thalami-
cally based) attentional amplification and (L6 based) inhibition of 
neuronal information transfer. These dynamic motifs are comple-
mented by a generic feedback inhibition motif activated upon high 
beta and gamma frequency activity in superficial cortical layers  
(Fig. 1c, i). This dynamic pyramidal–interneuron gamma (PING) 
motif has been well characterized, both neurophysiologically and 
computationally50–52. The PING motif depends on depolarizing 
input to pyramidal cells that excite PV+ interneurons, which project 
feedback inhibition on the pyramidal cells (Fig. 3c). The oscillation 
frequency of the PING motif depends on the GABAA-ergic inhibition 
timescale and the overall level of excitation that determines when 
(and how fast) pyramidal cells recover from inhibition to reactivate 
the interneurons (Fig. 3c).

This superficial-cortex PING motif is causally implicated53 as gat-
ing sensory inputs as a function of the phase in gamma cycle54,55. 
In an elegant experiment, Cardin et al. used light to control gamma 
oscillations by light-stimulating PV+ interneurons and recorded from 
pyramidal cell populations while rodents’ whiskers were stimulated 
at different phases of the gamma cycle53. Interconnected pyramidal 
cells responded to sensory input at phases in the gamma cycle that 
corresponded to the lowest level of inhibition with the maximal spike 
rate, fastest latency and highest precision (lowest variability) (Fig. 3c, 
center). These response modulations highlight the computational role 
of the gamma cycle in implementing phase-dependent gain modula-
tion of synaptic inputs by imposing brief time windows of maximal 
sensitivity to input and maximal efficacy of output (evident in the 
number and precision of generated spikes). Thus, computationally, the 
same synaptic inputs will result in enhanced spike output in the pres-
ence of gamma rhythmic modulation, a phenomenon that has been 
explained by the reduced temporal variability of inhibition generated 
in the interneuron population56. Such a temporal tightening of inhibi-
tion effectively allows higher depolarization levels and a steeper rise of 
the pyramidal neurons’ membrane potential in response to incoming 
excitatory synaptic potentials56,57. As a consequence, pyramidal cells 
generate spike output not only more precisely but also with a higher 
spike probability during gamma rhythmic inhibition58.

The delineated gating mechanism of the gamma PING motif is 
very likely a canonical motif used widely in the primate brain for the 
selective routing of information46,59. At the mesoscale of activated 
cortical columns, gamma synchrony has been shown to index selec-
tive neuronal communication59,60. Gamma synchronization predicts 
which inputs are selected and which local groups of neurons com-
municate (Supplementary Fig. 2). At the single-cell level, a recent 
study has provided mechanistic support for gamma-mediated gating 
during attentional processing46. This study revealed that putative 
interneurons in area V4 of the macaque are gamma phase-locked 
most strongly (about twice as strongly as pyramidal cells) and spike 
readily at gamma frequencies even before the processing of bottom-up 
induced visual stimulation (Supplementary Fig. 3). Notably, when 
bottom-up visual input was present (after stimulus onset), the putative 
interneurons showed all main characteristics needed to implement 
a selective gate on the feedforward inputs. First, they began to phase 
lock at slightly later phases than principal cells. This suggests that 
interneurons receive excitation from principal cells and feed back 
inhibition onto them (consistent with a PING motif). Second, gamma 
locking was stronger when cells processed attentionally selected input 
rather than irrelevant input, replicating enhanced selective gamma 
locking as a function of stimulus relevance61. And third, the gamma 
attention effect interacted with the activation of the cells, showing a 
strong gating effect only for cells and sites that were firing to (that is, 
were tuned to) the stimulus, but reduced gamma locking for cells with 
low firing rates (Supplementary Fig. 3d,e). This activation-dependent  
attention effect suggests a push-pull mechanism of stimulus selection. 
Such a push-pull effect is reminiscent of the decorrelation of activ-
ity of cell populations in in vitro studies62. In particular, this work  
suggests that pyramidal cells receive strongly synchronous input from 
only subsets of interneurons but that neighboring interneurons do not 
necessarily spike synchronously, allowing an interneuron-mediated 
decorrelation of principal cells firing for the attended versus the unat-
tended stimulus information63. In summary, the gamma-rhythmic, 
dynamic PING motif activated in superficial cortical layers imple-
ments the selection of inputs by enhancing the throughput of attended 
information and reducing the impact of the firing and synchrony of 
unselected cells.

Gain control and cell-type specificity of rhythmic motifs
The studies discussed have in common that a computational func-
tion is associated with the rhythmic activation of a structural motif. 
The significance of this association—that is, the role of oscillatory 
activity in realizing gain control in cortical circuits—is exemplified 
by comparing directly the differential effect of tonic versus oscillatory  
membrane potential depolarization. By artificially elevating the exci-
tation-inhibition (E-I) balance of a circuit over a timescale of several 
seconds, a recent optogenetic study succeeded in showing that tonic 
depolarization of pyramidal cells enhances their sensitivity but causes 
early saturation of spiking responses to synaptic input (a subtractive  
and divisive effect on the input-output (IO) curve)64 (Fig. 2b). In 
contrast to this dysfunctional effect of prolonged depolarization of 
pyramidal cells, short-lasting, arrhythmic activation of pyramidal 
cells in mouse frontal cortex using the dynamic clamp technique 
to represent asynchronous synaptic inputs does not change the IO  
relationship (Fig. 2c)27. However, when synaptic inputs to a pyrami-
dal cell are modulated with a 40-Hz gamma oscillation, a notable  
multiplicatively increased response gain becomes evident that is 
accompanied by reduced variability in the spiking output of the  
cell (Fig. 2c)27. Such gain modulation is not seen with slower (theta) 
input modulation.
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This evidence suggests that rhythmic activation of a motif can 
indeed endow a circuit with a function that the circuit does not  
necessarily reveal in the arrhythmic state. However, one should bear in 
mind that a motif ’s function can in principle be activated without sus-
tained oscillatory entrainment11. This has been elegantly documented 
in optogenetic studies of the gain control function of GABAergic  
PV+ basket cells that form the dynamic PING gamma motif and the 
superficial-layer SOM+ cells that are implicated in alpha and beta 
rhythmic entrainment of principal cells (see Fig. 1b,c)65,66. For 
example, Wilson et al.65 stimulated mouse visual cortex with visual 
gratings of increasing contrasts and varying motion directions at the 
same time as populations of dendritic targeting SOM+ interneurons  
or populations of fast-spiking PV+ interneurons were optically 
activated in a 10-Hz rhythm. Optical activation of the interneuron 
cell classes affected the IO function of principal cells differentially  
(Fig. 2d). Light-induced, synchronized inhibition of dendrite target-
ing interneurons broadened the direction selectivity of principal cells 
and suppressed contrast and direction tuning functions, representing 
a subtractive effect on the IO curve (Fig. 2a). In contrast, inhibition 
mediated by 10-Hz PV+ cell activation had a divisive influence on 
sensory inputs, scaling the response functions down without chang-
ing selectivity65. Taken together, the scaling and shifting of the IO 
function of pyramidal cells can be traced back to inhibitory cell types 
in the neocortical microcircuit, PV+ and SOM+ cells66, that are each 
implicated in synchronizing principal cell output at alpha, beta and 
gamma frequencies (see Fig. 1b,c).

Combining cell-specific and circuit-based dynamic motifs
Beyond cell type specificity of single dynamic motifs, a recent set of 
studies succeeded in showing how two simple motifs can be com-
bined to implement a specific computational function that is possibly 
realized in cross-layer interactions. In particular, Kopell et al. used 
in vitro electrophysiology, pharmacology and modeling to identify 
a 15–20 Hz oscillatory motif that combines an intrinsic bursting 
cell motif in deep layers with a superficial PING feedback inhibi-
tion motif67. During dynamic activation this motif computationally 
integrates diverse inputs and maintains these inputs in a short-term 
memory buffer in principal cell spiking activity—without a competi-
tive, selective gating that would follow from PING motif activation 
alone (Fig. 3d). This beta 1 dynamic circuit motif is instantiated in 
the slice when the afferent, excitatory drive to an E-I gamma motif in 
the superficial layer is decreased pharmacologically to such an extent 
that feedback inhibition from basket cells does not induce gamma-
band oscillations in superficial cortex68,69. In this low excitation 
regime, the superficial E-I motif is activated by deep-layer cells that 
intrinsically burst at a high, 20–30 Hz beta inter-burst frequency (see  
Fig. 1b, xi). When superficial excitatory cells recover from inhibition, 
they excite a subclass of Martinotti cells, the low-threshold spiking 
(LTS) cells, whose dendritic inhibition of deep-layer burst neurons 
slows (resets) their burst frequency69 (Fig. 3d, center and right). The 
result of this coupling of an E-I motif and an intrinsic burst motif 
by LTS cells is an ~15-Hz oscillation that can be sustained during 
low excitation. Modeling studies of this dynamic circuit have shown 
that it allows two separable inputs to remain segregated by distinct 
populations of pyramidal cells firing at distinct phases of the beta 1 
oscillation67. These dynamic circuit properties suggest that the beta 1  
motif is recruited by brain circuits when information from paral-
lel input streams is received, either in the absence of or after strong 
superficial-layer excitation that would impose a selection of inputs. 
It remains speculative, however, whether the beta 1 dynamic circuit 
underlies the observed 15-Hz oscillation signature that has recently 

been reported to index working memory maintenance, decision confi-
dence, choice behavior or long-range sensorimotor integration before 
perceptual decision making2,70,71. The outlined motif, however, does 
provide a precise hypothesis for future tests, including the prediction 
that cell firing at distinct 15–20 Hz beta frequency phases conveys 
information about distinct input streams and independent of firing 
rate modulation in the circuit67.

Rhythmic dynamic motifs indexing context-dependent gating
So far we discussed dynamic motifs that amplify or suppress inputs, 
gate one among many inputs or integrate diverse inputs—all indexed 
through rhythmic activation (Fig. 3a–d). These dynamic motifs are 
activated only during specific behavioral states—that is, their activation  
is context dependent. Recent studies suggest that such context-specific  
gating of information flow can be achieved with a common motif 
based on dendritic inhibition and disinhibition of pyramidal cells72–75. 
We outline two example motifs of such dynamic ‘dendritic’ switches  
(Fig. 4). One motif, involving oriens lacunosum-moleculare (OLM) cells  
in the hippocampal CA1 field, is measurable in rhythmic entrain-
ment of switch cells themselves (Fig. 4a–c), and the other example, a 
SOM+-cell switch in superficial neocortex, uses rhythmic inhibitory 
entrainment of pyramidal cell dendrites to implement a frequency- 
specific switch of information outflow from L5 cells (Fig. 4d–f).

In the hippocampal CA1 field, OLM interneurons have been  
suggested to establish a disinhibitory switch for pyramidal cell  
activation73,76. Pyramidal cells in CA1 receive inputs from entorhinal 
cortex distally, whereas input from the Schaffer collaterals from CA3 
targets more proximal dendrites (Fig. 4b). Mirroring this setup, OLM 
interneurons directly inhibit distal dendrites, but they indirectly, by 
way of bistratified and stratum radiatum interneurons, disinhibit 
the more proximal part. As a consequence, activating OLM cells in  
the CA1 field turns the gate toward decoding putative memory-
related information from the CA3 field and away from processing  
sensory inputs arriving at distal dendrites from the entorhinal cor-
tex76. Identified sources of OLM activation are cholinergic inputs 
from the fimbria fornix and medial septum, suggesting that the neu-
romodulatory tone of acetylcholine via nicotinic receptors influences 
whether the OLM-mediated gate is effective.

OLM cells are known to strongly modulate their firing at theta  
frequencies and have been implicated as supporting theta-gamma cou-
pling in the hippocampus77,78. This rhythmic activation of OLM cells 
suggests that the gating depends on the phase at which they prefer to 
fire79. When OLM cells fire at the peak of a theta oscillation, the gate 
is expected to favor CA3 inputs, whereas CA1 cells should become 
most sensitive to entorhinal inputs when the peak inhibition via OLM 
cells has decayed (Fig. 4c). In summary, an OLM-cell dependent  
and theta-rhythmic gate in the CA1 field of the hippocampus could 
provide a dynamic motif that parses information from different 
sources into distinct phases of the theta cycle. Such a parsing may 
functionally be used, for example, for segregating sensory encoding  
(via entorhinal cortex) from memory retrieval (via CA3)80.

Beyond the hippocampus, dendritic gating of inputs to pyramidal 
cells reflects a canonical dynamic motif in the neocortex72. Cortical 
L5 pyramidal cells receive feedback-type inputs from higher order 
cortices and modulatory input from the thalamus through their distal 
dendritic arbors in superficial L1. Two key questions arise in such a 
design, where the majority of L1 inputs carry context-specific, ‘top-
down’ information: first, how can dendritic input activate the L5 
cell effectively, and second, how can L1 feedback input bias or route 
L5 cell activity in response to somatic (feedforward-type) inputs? 
Detailed biophysical modeling have shown that an answer to both 
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questions must take into account the passive 15–20 Hz resonance of 
distal dendrites of L5 pyramidal cells that can be traced to afterhy-
perpolarizing Ih conductances81 (Fig. 4d). As a result of these passive 
resonance properties at distal dendrites, rhythmic 15–20 Hz inhibi-
tion of L5 dendrites gates excitatory feedback input to the L5 cells: 
rhythmic inhibition determines whether spiking output is generated 
in response to simultaneously presented somatic (feedforward-type) 
inputs (Fig. 4d–f) and, furthermore, it can make the L5 cell fire even 
in the absence of bottom-up, somatic depolarization81. Empirical 
studies suggest that distal dendritic gating is realized by activating  
LTS-type or other Martinotti-type cells, which support synchronized 
firing at 5–30 Hz frequencies82 (see also ref. 81).

In summary, feedback gating through dendritic L5 gating constitutes 
a complete dynamic motif that provides an explicit scenario for how 
top-down inputs affect local processing (Fig. 4d). It will be important 
to empirically validate the role and identity of specific cell types in 
generating rhythmic dendritic inhibition at the time when feedback 
input and feedforward input are combined in a cortical column72,83.

Conclusion
We have documented a dynamic circuit motif framework that links 
structure, physiological activation signature and computation in 
tripartite motifs. We focused on motifs that become measurable in 
rhythmically synchronized activity, documenting that synchronized 
activation is only poorly described with regard to a unified frequency 
axis or in terms of simplified general functional attributes. Rather, 
we have shown that at the same timescale and frequency, such as 
alpha-frequency activation, distinct circuit motifs realize distinct 
computational operations.

A fundamental future challenge will be to precisely identify how 
tight rhythmic circuit operations relate to computations and their 
consequences for behavior. For example, rhythmic activation may 

not be necessary for a specific computation (as its ‘cause’), but rather 
may reliably accompany the consequences of the computation. At 
another extreme, rhythmic activation can be ‘anti-computational’, 
reflecting unfolding dynamics of a complex system, as is evident in 
seizure activity and also in so-called ‘ringing’ that can materialize as 
gamma bursts following transient thalamic current stimulation84. The 
dynamic circuit motifs concept makes explicit that these questions 
about the relation of rhythmically active motifs to the computation 
are genuine experimental questions. By knowing the underlying oscil-
latory mechanism through the motifs, synchrony components may 
be reduced optogenetically or pharmacologically, while keeping the 
circuit functional (for example, ref. 85). When computations disap-
pear in such a situation, the synchronous activation can be said to be 
causal; otherwise, it can be identified as a correlational or spurious  
linkage. Taken together, we believe that dynamic circuit motifs 
serve as the critical building blocks for developing a taxonomy of  
oscillations not in terms of a rigid frequency scale but according to 
the specific computational operations that are implemented through 
synchronized activation of neuronal circuits86.

Note: Any Supplementary Information and Source Data files are available in the 
online version of the paper.
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Figure 4 Gating of distal and proximal dendritic 
information streams through rhythmic inhibition 
at theta frequencies in the hippocampus and 
at 10–20 Hz in the neocortex. (a–c) Dynamic 
motif of theta rhythmic gating of pyramidal 
cell inputs in CA1 through OLM interneurons. 
(a) Dynamic motif of OLM cell–based gating of 
information flow. OLM cells are highly specific 
in expressing Chrna2 but coexpress SOM with 
several other cell types. (b) Schematic of distal 
and proximal inputs to a CA1 pyramidal cell. 
These inputs are gated by direct (OLM cell) 
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disinhibition. A source for this gating is 
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dendrites: a computational modeling study. J. Neurophysiol. 109, 2739–2756 (2013) (see main text).
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